Reference is invited to the notification No. KFCSC/PDS/PRO/RBD P.OIL/NEML/2016-17/1 dated: 03/03/16 regarding “Request for Proposal, Empanelment of suppliers for supply of Sugar (S-30 Grade) under Public Distribution System Scheme of Government of Karnataka for 2016-17 under e-procurement mode”

The e-auction for the total quantity of about 40000 Metric Tons will be held in the month of May 2016 for supply of Sugar (S-30 Grade) for two months ie. June 2016 & July 2016. As per the delivery schedule, The District Manger KFCSC will issue purchased order for June 2016 and July 2016 separately to lift the stock from Ex- Factory / warehouse location of L1 supplier.

The following amendments for the respective Clauses have been incorporated.

1. Clause 1.2 of Scope works. The words, “The requirement of Refined / Cane Sugar (S-30) under this scheme for 2016-17 is approximately 1Lakh MTs. (11,000 MTs/Month). The quantities indicated in respect of each district may vary depending upon the requirement and demand as indented by respective District Managers of KFCSC from time to time”.

Amended as:

Clause 1.2 : The requirement of Refined Can Sugar (S-30) under this scheme for 2016-17 is approximately 1Lakh MTs. (11,000 MTs/Month ). The quantities indicated in respect of each Revenue Division of Gov of Karnataka may vary depending upon the requirement and demand as indented by respective District Managers of KFCSC from time to time.

2. Clause 2.7 : Any sugar manufacturing/Trader/ suppliers are eligible to participate in the auction with or without registration. Those who qualify as successful bidders in the above auction shall submit the requisite documents along with fee on or before 30th of April 2016.

Amended As:
Clause: 2.7 Any sugar manufacturing/Trader/ suppliers /Co-operative Sugar Factory are eligible to participate in the auction with or without registration. Those who qualify as successful bidders in the above auction shall submit the requisite documents along with fee on or before 30th of May 2016.

3. Clause 8.6 of Process of Electronic auction system on NeML. The words, “The registered suppliers need to deposit 1% (One per cent) of the value of goods as EMD (margin money) with the NCDEX e-Markets Ltd (Formerly known as NCDEX Spot Exchange Ltd) accounts”.

Amended as:

Clause 8.6: The registered suppliers need to deposit 0.5% (Half per cent) of the value of goods as EMD (margin money) with the NCDEX e-Markets Ltd (Formerly known as NCDEX Spot Exchange Ltd) accounts. The EMD will be refunded after lifting full indentated quantity of Sugar from ex-factory /Warehouse for the month of June and July 2016.

4. Clause : 8.14 Evaluation and Comparison of Bids: The lowest rate (L-1) bidder/s for each district wise quantity, from the bidders who have offered the rate Ex-works/Ex-factory/warehouse/storage location of suppliers will be identified.

Amended As:

Clause : 8.14: Evaluation and Comparison of Bids: The lowest rate (L-1) bidder/s for each Revenue division wise quantity, from the bidders who have offered the rate Ex-works/Ex-factory/warehouse/storage location of suppliers will be identified.

5. Clause 8.25. The successful bidder upon receipt of communication regarding acceptance of bid by the KFCSC Ltd/ NCDEX e-Markets Ltd (Formerly known as NCDEX Spot Exchange Ltd) shall arrange to transfer an amount equivalent to 1% (One per cent) of the value of the order as security deposit by way of electronic fund transfer to any of the NCDEX e Markets Ltd.

Amended As:

Clause 8.25: The successful bidder upon receipt of communication regarding acceptance of bid by the KFCSC Ltd/ NCDEX e-Markets Ltd(Formerly known as NCDEX Spot Exchange Ltd) shall arrange to transfer an amount equivalent to 0.5% (Half per cent) of the value of the order as security deposit by way of electronic fund transfer to any of the NCDEX e Markets Ltd. The
SD will be refunded after lifting full indented quantity of Sugar from ex-factory/Warehouse for the month of June and July 2016.

6. **Clause 9.1.** The short listed suppliers who qualify in e-auction for each lot will be issued with purchase orders/indent by the concerned/authorized officials of KFCSC Ltd. The purchase order to the supplier will be issued subject to payment of prescribed security deposit with the NeML account.

**Amended As:**

Clause 9.1. The short listed suppliers who qualify in the e-Auction shall be issued with purchase orders. The Lot/Bid quantity put for e-Auction shall be split as per monthly requirement and accordingly purchase orders are placed separately for each month by the concerned/authorized officials of KFCSC Ltd. The purchase order to the supplier will be issued subject to payment of prescribed security deposit with the NeML account.

7. **Clause 9.2.** The e-Auction will be conducted on a monthly basis. The successful suppliers shall give delivery of consignment as per the indents placed by respective District Managers. The supplier shall get the consignment inspected and certified by an assaying agency accredited by NABL. The scheduled dates for giving delivery will be indicated in the purchase indent/order. Supplier shall take adequate care to ensure that delivery of stock is given at his location/ex-works/warehouse as per the schedule. Supplier in his own interest prepare well for giving delivery of assayed and cleared stock.

**Amended As:**

Clause 9.2. The e-Auction will be conducted on a periodic basis. The successful suppliers shall give delivery of consignment as per the indents placed by respective District Managers. The supplier shall get the consignment inspected and certified by an assaying agency accredited by NABL. The scheduled dates for giving delivery will be indicated in the purchase indent/order. Supplier shall take adequate care to ensure that delivery of stock is given at his location/ex-works/warehouse as per the schedule. Supplier in his own interest prepare well for giving delivery of assayed and cleared stock.

8. **Clause 11.1 (TERMS OF PAYMENT)** After satisfactory supply of the tendered items by the Successful Bidder within the stipulated time, Payment will be released by KFCSC Ltd, to the suppliers within **07 working days** from date
of delivery with submission of bills with relevant documents to the concerned/authorized officials of KFCSC as per the procedure stipulated through NCDEX e Markets Ltd platform to the respective account of the suppliers by electronic fund transfer.

Amended As:

Clause 11.1 (TERMS OF PAYMENT) After satisfactory supply of the tendered items by the Successful Bidder within the stipulated time, Payment will be released by KFCSC Ltd, to the suppliers within 10 (ten) working days from date of delivery with submission of bills with relevant documents to the concerned/authorized officials of KFCSC as per the procedure stipulated through NCDEX e Markets Ltd platform to the respective account of the suppliers by electronic fund transfer.

SD/-
General Manager
KFCSC BANGALORE